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ABSTRACT 
U;~ event of local failure that occurred in structural system could lead to a disastrous incident. 
What actually happen during the occurrence of collapse and what triggers the process could not 
be interpreted accurately because the occurrence is unintended and lJUVl::H1tcd" ·rhls n:.:st:.urch ts on 
the subject of investigating the event of progressive collapse u.~i;;g the method of :>in;t and tie 
rcwdeL This analysis will help give a better perspective of what actually happened during the 
local taiture of " .;tructure in term of stress distribution. The result will improve the 
understanding in term of discontinuity, disturbanct' and detail of the sit ail• distribc:;iun J,.,-;,3 ,;.,: 
event of progressive collapse and describe how the load is transfe<Tcd Juring the local f;,!hit¢ 
lbis i> th<~ tlrst utkmpt in anaiyzing the progressive collapse using strut and tie method and can 
be very helpful information ii'the analysis achieve a successful result 
This approach will require the design of a structural system that -;~n reprcsmt the 'tmd•-''': tln1 is 
modeled to simulate the situation during the process of a collapsing building nr a ;,L.'odurc. Thi:: 
,,;kwbrion i.s dmw to ctc3tc 1ht load and stress that exist at some stage in the event that lead to 
t};;; maxirmxm loading and cv.:ntually initiate the collapse or failure to the structural system. The 
approach that is used to create this situation is by removing one of the critical supp,_;rt s!ruct.;;c:s 
that hold the system as a whole. The model is first designed to work as a normal slru<:turc and 
curry {~H -the ]mpuse-d !o::.1d m~d dead 1oud fur the: lnt~nded usc. By ren1oving one of the critical 
suppv:"ting m0mb..:r such as beam that connect the sections of the structure and the column that 
hold a section whether in the middle or at the structures end, it will a produce a condition that 
replicate the state of local failure due the loss of the supporting member. 
fly n;"am; of ar,;!y;;.ing the behavior of the structure aih:r the local failure using strut and tie 
~!!'!lysis, this "mi~sing column" and "missing beam" scenarios can be computer-generated and 
the load path of the structure can be observed and analyzed. 
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1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Progressive collapse denotes an extensive structural failure initiated by local structural 
damage, or a chain reaction of failures following damage to a relatively small portion of 
a structure. This can be also characterized by the loss of load-carrying capacity of a 
relatively small portion of a structure due to an abnormal load which, in tum, triggers a 
cascade of failures affecting a major portion of the structure. 
The whole world was shocked by the event on II th September that changed the 
view of Lower Manhattan, New York City forever. The disaster saw the two II 0 storey 
skyscrapers collapsed into ashes after two planes crashed on to the buildings triggering 
somewhat peculiar type of structural damage that witness both of the towers fall down 
vertically towards the ground and another building, WTC7 that also collapsed 
insignificantly affecting the buildings surrounding it. Before this, there were two 
distinctions in the modem human society era, B.C and A.D., but the collapse of World 












Image from http:// www. nist.govlbfrl/ disaster _resilience/wtc lwtc 7 _collapse. cfm 
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Figure 1.1: Graphic showing the buckling ofWTC 7 Column 79 (circled area}, the local 
failure identified as the initiating event in the building's progressive collapse. 
lf th(:: ~ ;:~ ;1n r;:;--;:·.nl that displays a signitleantly ininor damage that imbalance the 
shF:t";c· ;1;;.) ilK L:•nds tn i:h;: collapse ofth0 major pati or even the whole structure, then 
l.t t's a dt'sproportt'c·lnate •'u·>llaps<' \)rl•e'• rl1P co·,·J,.,,_.,, ,.,._,.,, ·•i•'· >k- r.,;;.,,.-. ,.,- ,., ....... , ., ;;.,, . , , .,_, ... t'V ~ [.:,_ .. _....., \ ··•r·-.-.,_, ,__,,._,,,,_. "' _._,_._ ,-.t.._. la, • .,.~-- .... ~-''"-· u. -- . .,., 
structural components and then the progresses nver succes~ive other r·.on;poi!Ci<ts~ a 
Although the two terms are often used 
because a precise definition of 'disproportional\.~~ n-xtuires tbe 
objectives but wh.:rcas progr<Jssivc collapse is more towards the physical and 
mer:hanism of the collapse. 
The term 'event' indudes aH types of potentl:~l triggering ciri.·.urr;stai~Cf.S. Sh~-:::c 
these occur with a low probability or even a wholly unexpectedly, t1"''"· ''"" ,:,.Jb.l 
.l: 
;_ i ~Ci';j:-,~..-!. ,_~ 
however, it nowadays abo includes dd.iherate damage int1icted by explosion and other 
kinds of malicious action. 
D~Hf:>(:nt ~.tn.u.:turr-s are .s: .. 1sceptibk to progressive collapse to different degrees. 
~-:~•.i.:.-h di~·!-i:r::n{;~_.-.; h~main unrecognizeJ, ihough~ even in modern verification procedures 
(Baldridge, 2003)using partial safety factors. This follows, in partico_;~c:; [•·o:n not 
factoring in the structural response to an initial!o..:al failure. Additiorml cnnsidcn\tio;·,;; 
,_:d' l.ht~ !_;tn.K:L;.~.rc. Snch cnn;;.;iik-;ratlvns have in tht-: past been made only in _isolated cases 
such as for embassy huildings or very long bridge~. th:1t i:;, o:•b,·iu~<.7 
susceptible structures and for the ntost part at the cons1d.:--:rctti(,n of the d.: . .:;.:z,r, ~ng-;n;.:c.;-. 
Tl:;;: prediction of possible progressive collapse under specific conditions may 
provide very important information that could be used to ~ontrol or prevent progressive 
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collapse. It is now clear that abnormal loadings must be taken into account when 
designing structures. Abnormal load events could arise from a number of sources: ga~ 
~:Crt_~cts; rnb~~q~ irnpnd etc. ri•:rwcver, tv date? no adequate tools exist that can perform a 
techniques should be developed to serve as the iundam<-:ob! base" [,;r iin1d;ucentd «nd 
,, .. ,,,-.t(.-.. -.l ,.c;-.-,·,,·.-..<...,::i•·:·· ,.,.,_fl,_)<.,._~,:, 'V-'"'>;,:.;-j·n.c>.n< irJ ' 1JC <le<J•Ofl c<at'e :'tis v~ry• J'mpo'"'•ant ['() }I\t.,-·'-<"-·"'' F'~';:">'· ... :.-• •·.· vV"··-F•-'"-' -.•.•·!'~-·- •.). Vl \., _ W · • ·" D -.•{ ' '" <· ""'~ lU 
-,. · ''·' ·•· · "-·h··· ; ..... r ,,,,o-'h),, ~ro"'""S':"n coll-pse as ·•cc·uratcly as posst"ble cor the r!!'-'"~•l •'.lt ... !_::...,·:e! ~-·· r'· ... ..,!.•, i" ,. 5.~,...._~.:v'-• ,_ a . . , C!.' , , 11 
various abnotmal loads that should he considered. 
1.2 OBJECTIVJ,:S 
The objective of this project is to analyse the outcome of progressive collapse to 
collapsed structures by analy7ing the load distribution using :;lrt:t-:md- tic n;•xLL 
to redistribute gravity loads of a critic.alload-hearing when one of the clements is removed. 
b:''"'" k n-,., 'hJCb,rc; il~elf and provide relevant data and calculations. At the moment, 
there is very limited information on large dd<mnat'D!1 .c;nd ·;':·:·;•: ..-:i,tri",ut:c> •·•:·ng .,,, ::'-
and-tie model. The data gathered from this study will ~-(H!tr\bt•k to lb•.· ''"''"·"'·"': '-"' 
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1.3 SCOPE OF WORKS 
This project will be done mainly using software analysis programs such as StaadPro, 
AutoCAD, and CAST. Must of lht' data for the analysis will be based on previous 
experiments and journals that have been done from various sources. The study is a task 
to perform progressive collapse analysis that c:onsiders the lo'" nf pur!.ion:; :d' :.1:~ 
str:Jctt~:r~ in numcrou8 "missing column'; and "missing beam'~ scenario. The design 
"" .. ' "d. "It" . thl If fi "'"'"~"r;,s n·•c:.w.,ng :rom ~men cons1 e;·atJons can cit 1cr a mcreasmg e eve o sa ety 
design of the bui1ding will_ be fluctuating between tht~ variable~ Sl.H . .::h as the k:vd of 
:::-._-;~~,:_;;;_u}:;y .. re~~~·-;nt1,1fi(;Y,. z:.n..-~ dn•.~!~ll"ty sn ths;: J~h~!YI:.:i1ive Io;;sd paths can develop following 
"'·-'---- .. L·, ••• : .. ~·.,; ;,,; ... .,.i, .... ,,,,~ n---• ... ; ... 'jl h ~ 0 • th ( t d (" d I :.;l;:_. '"·-'-::> Ui._ .:.H> n~J,.,;_;;.~ ... ~.;..il HH.:;_;:.;;_,i.,:l, l ~o .. __ <-~~w_:::.oS WI_, ._:0 u011..., USlfl£ e S fU -aU -te ffi0 e 
to expiain the internal force l1ow (stress tields) due to the loss of ~lement in the 
structure. 
ftcis "l'i"''-""h ·;;;jt) '·cqvirl' tb~ design of a stmctuml system that can represent the 
· · ·• . · l ' ' . 1 h . . d . h f II . ;;m~>:;;,;n:o wai l> moce;~a lo s•mu ate t e s1tuat1on unng t e process o a co apsmg 
building or a structure. This simulation is done to crc:'!.k thto lC<2i..\ "'"; ,,,,,,,"' ,,,;,l "' 
some stage in the event that lead to the maximum loading dad •.:vc-n~.~~aHy irr!~bte H1~ 
:;i;,,.,:.:C,n ;, ty ;;;moving 'me of the aitica! support structures that hold the system as a 
whole. The model is first designed to work as a normal structure and e;orry di tht 
imposed load and dead load for the intended usc. By removing nne of the cr!t;c:;:l 
:-Uf.'P'.:i'l.rr.g _r: d1~he:t snch as b-:am that connect the sections of the structure and the 
_,,.,:,,,,,. !hoi: k>ld u seetion whdhcr in the middle or at the structures end, it will a 






Progressive collapse of structures is typically characterized by a disproportion between a 
s;nail h'igger;;;g event and the resulting collapse of a major part or even the whole of the 
stru<.:lure. Although the disproportion between cause and effect is a defining and 
common feature, there are various differing mechanism:; of eo!1apse tbnt p;-!:H~h!ct. sueh 
2~ rmtcomf::':. The amenflbility to conc;eptuaJ, theoretica1, and computi:i.dona1 trcatilt~nt \.:Ciii 
likewise depend on the mechanism of collaps~;; Finally, diff<~r<::nt kinds of stnwlure.': :or~ 
.. ' • .. ·~ h . t' II suscept~r.·~ to (a_u·ercnt mec amsm o- co apse. 
It j, thus usdi.1l to distinguish and describe the different types of progressive 
collapse and gives classification to the types of collapc;c·. The:;e types of pmgr;:s~o·o:o 
collapse are not a stan•lard vet and \];,c tvp"s uocd in th1's r .. ··i">w ;, e;,.,,.J '"'" ·~0 ,,_,, 
. ' . . ~ .... ·~ - - '-'"-~ ~-~a_ ... ,_--- __ . .,.. •.:.!-'--
!hat is snggcsled by Uwe Starrosek, a \ecturer at the Hamburg University of Technology, 
a f(Hin~r Structurrd Engineer and author to the bo"-'k Progressive Collapse of Structures 
where he included the type of progressive coli apse, 
"' · • ' ' .,., · c · 'I f t . d I d ~ )1\.: !.;,..~,,~ !HJgy ;wu c,a~~f dCat·H)n Ot progres~nve cot apse o s ructures ts eve ope 
lhat i.·. :;,u,.<kd e;;-, a '!tudy of the various underlying mechanisms of collapse. Six 
different types and four classes are discerned, the characteristic fcaiure:o nf e,wb cai<:eo;;, 
are described and compared, and a terminology is suggest.od. 0•' this basis, !hi:' 
here concern analogies that should be pursued further, ce!Japse-promoting !eatures, and 
possible countermeasures. 
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2.2 PREVIOUS AND ONGOING STUDIES 
There are a lot of studies that has been done regarding to the analysis progressive 
,,,]l;,P'·" ;.(,,h fccpcdmentni and so11w;;re based simulation and analysis. All of these 
·;tudit" hnw eoniributed to in'-Tea.<e the level of understanding in the behavior of 
structural elements during the failure of th<: o,tmrtt:re. 
2a2. 1 Seismic design in preventing progres~!ve ~a!!ap~~ 
(Baldridge, 2003), clarified that the inherent ability of seismically designed RC beam-
column frames to resist progressive collapse. The study has shown that both new and 
existing structures designed and detailed with such a system already have an inherent 
ability to better resist progressive collapse and they also concluded that seismically 
designed RC moment-resisting frames provide a structure with continuity, redundancy 
and ductility. 
The study that was conducted using a building that was taken from the design manual 
entitled Design of Concrete Buildings for Earthquake and Wind Forces. The structure 
consists of five 24 ft (7.3 m) bays in the longitudinal direction and three 24 ft (7.3 m) 
bays in the transverse direction. Typical floor-to-floor height is 12ft (3.7 m) except for 
the first story, which is 15 ft (4.6 m). Service loads of 50 lb/ft2 (2.4 kPa) live load and 
42.5 lb/ft2 (2.0 kPa) superimposed dead load were assumed in the analysis. Analysts 
evaluated each progressive collapse scenario using a 3-D linear elastic model of the 
structure created in ETABS Plus, Version 7.18 (Extended 3D Analysis of Building 
Systems), developed by Computers and Structures, Inc., Berkeley, CA. 
The study proved that the seismically designed RC beam-column frames based on the 
(UBC, 1991) are able to withstand the loss of an element in the structure and the system 
already have the ability to better resist progressive collapse without substantial increase 
in project cost. 
6 
2.2.2 Finite element analysis on beam 
There is also work done to analyse progressive collapse RC structure using finite 
element by Sasani and Kropelnicki, 2007. A seven-storey was designed and the exterior 
first floor column was removed to simulate the damage to a support in structure. The 
model of beam in the second floor was analyzed using ANSYS to develop a detailed 
finite element model. The model utilizes eight-node solid elements for the concrete and 




Figure 2.1: Longitudinal concrete stress in tested beam 
The finite element mesh is refined in areas with high stress gradients and verified 
through sensitivity analysis of multiple mesh schemes. The figure shows that the axial 
compressive stress in the cover concrete at the top and close to the centre stub is reduced 
to zero following concrete crushing. Furthermore, the concrete stress at the top of the 
core close to the centre stub remains high. Due to three dimensional confining effects, 
the stress is increased above the uniaxial strength of concrete. 
They concluded that, a detailed finite element model of the beam is developed that 
closely predicts the behavior of the beam up to the fracture of the bottom reinforcing 
7 
bars. Such a calibrated and verified analytical modeling along with hybrid analyses can 
be utilized to evaluate potential progressive collapse of RC structures. 
2.2.3 Catenary action during pi'Ogressive collapse using experimental study 
Yi and et al, 2008 conducted an experimental study to observe the behavior of RC frame 
structures in resisting progressive collapse. This static experimental study was done to 
investigate progressive failure of a reinforced concrete frame due to the loss of a lower 
storey column. A four-bay and three-storey one third scale model representing a 
segment of a larger planar frame structure was tested. A constant vertical load was 
applied to the top of the middle column by a servo-hydraulic actuator to simulate the 
gravity load of the upper floors and the failure of the middle column of the first storey 
was simulated by unloading a mechanical jacking system. The frame collapse, defined in 
this study as the rupture of tension steel bars in the floor beams, occurred at a vertical 
unloading displacement of 456mm (18in.) that corresponds to a beam drift angle( 
rotation with respect to the horizontal) of 10.3 degrees. Based on the experimental 
observations, the mechanical behavior of the model of the model frame is analyzed and 
the redistribution and transition of the load resisting mechanism is discussed. 
The experimental result was divided into four stages which was very helpful in 
describing the state of the structure. The study also analyzed approximately the internal 
force for each of the three stages, elastic, inelastic (plastic) and catenary stage with the 
help of the vertical displacement curve and the structural behavior obtained from the 
experiment. 
Based on the experimental and analytical result, they acknowledged that failure resulting 
from progressive collapse of the RC concrete frame structure was ultimately controlled 
by the rupture of the reinforcing steel bars in the floor beams. While this is different 
from the normal limit state for beam bending, which is controlled either by crushing of 
concrete in compression or shear failure. They suggested that if the strain in the tensile 
8 
bars can be distributed more uniformly along the length the load-carrying capacity can 
be enhanced through the observed catenary mechanism. 
The study also mentioned the experiment was conducted under static condition. Where, 
in reality, structural collapse resulting from accidental loads is a dynamic phenomenon 
that requires consideration of numerous additional factors. 
2.2.4 Comparison between methods of analysis 
An example of study that compares the results using different approal'h is the 
comparison between finite element and macromodel-based simulation of progressive 
€T,liaf'··:::. by Ht1" ~'-! 1d t~t a!~ 200g_ The- potential tOr progressive co11apse of a typical 
rcinfi~tc,.-;d concrete RC mrn>1eni. ihnnc stnu~ture initiated through the Joss of one or more 
tlrst .. story colmnns is numeric3Hy sirnul~ted usint:. ::. 1nacromndcl-basel-! ~ppro~F:h. Th~~ 
deveJopment of the simulation model is gu.ided by the rcalh~atiun thai iJEt' 
j.:·_.int i:.; critleai to rrcd~r;i ihc hwgc d<~fonliation response associated with progressive 
collapse. A simplified simulation model of a beam-column joint is used to reprB>ent 
essential and critical actions in the floor beams and the transfer u r thc;se t(,,..:es thmugh 
the joint region to the vertical elements. The validity of the macromodel developed is 
evaluated through comparison of both overall response and element actions with those 
obtained from high-fidelity finite-element analyses. 
Tv.0 p;·otolypte huiidings de~igned f<H lateral load requirements in a non seismic and 
:;ebH:;;;. ;·qsion :m:) cnn3idercd in this study. Two-dimensional models of the frames are 
Su,D.Iect~d 1tl •>ravt··,v loads·· ·;·,- ·-! then o·nP or rnnre fi,.:::t.-·-;:-;-,-~;-- · , ... ,,.,,.,-,.,., :c~~-,-. ,._-;·;:·:, ''--'::-;: .'";;---.-~ ~ -,.,.._., 5 .: oJ'..~ ll .~ J.-. '··-···'·•···~·-·) ,,., __ , .. _lkl-1""•'--"'"-~-~,~--'"· 
resulting large displacement inelastic dynamic res}"Jnsc or eadl r,-,,n,,: is Jn-,,,<i igated. h 
;:~ ;J:~~:-.n-,~i:<l';~tP.d that th\.: p;·(,pusccl app.roJch usi11g a vaUrbted macromode1 is a viable 
m"ihofl;,lo~.Y for p••.•g:essive co!!ap:;e analysis. The study also finds that special RC 
moment ~fames d~tat'l"d and d•·sj"gne~ ;0 70'""'"' n<' ioioh <O<'i<•jn:c:!'; o;;•l·{~,r>·• l-,p'J•·C H!••' •~'''' II !U - v . U 1 _ ... !\.-, • .,.\ ·-~"b"' ----~·--.1~~..;-.._,,.i !~-.·· ·-~-"~· ~~----- -----·- --~ 
iess vulnerable to progressive collapse than RC fbnw structm-es fb:~gn<"d f}< ).:,,<~ t•:• 
moderate seismic risk. 
9 
The open-source platform OpenSees (2007) is used in this study to develop and 
demonstrate the utility of the proposed macromodel approach as shown in Figure 2.2 
! l;;.: : .. 1,• lt:;;:;,! iirJi:c-cJemcnt analysis is carri\!u out u~.;ing the commercial software 






T Beam fiber section 
discretization 
Figure 2.2: Spring-assembly representing typical interior joint and beam-joint interface 
and the properties of the spring elements that constitute the macromodel 
Based on this previous studies that were done to provide relevant objectives, this study 
to analyze using strut and tie model can be done to create a different perspective on the 
field of progressive collapse analysis. This analysis can provide a significance 
comparison to the previous studies because there is still no research regarding 
progressive collapse analysis using strut and tie model and this research can become a 
first attempt to provide the data and analysis. 
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2.3 STRUT-AND-TIE MODEL 
The idea of the strut-and-tie method came from the truss analogy method introduced 
independently by Ritter and Morch in the early 1900s for shear design of B-Regions. 
! t:., n.~'tltl~J .:.ll:p!i..l)'S the so-c<.illc<.ltruss model as its cfcstgn basis. The model was used 
to id.:ali7-i! tbt! tlm\ of f(,rcc in a cracked concrete beam. In parallel with the increasing 
availability of experimental results and th~ dl.'\'clopmcnt of ii;o.:i :.:~:!i~si"~ i•l ;:-':ts~.uty 
theory, the truss analogy method ha-, bc..·•.'n validated and imprvveJ .::nn·.::!c:-nhly in the 
rom: of full membt:::- r:r :;\!~i!! . .'na! design prnccJurcs. Dte t::-uss model has also hecn used 
:1, : ~c J~;ir,n h;.;:,is f~r tcrsir,n. Th~ :;trut -and-tic mcthod came after Marti, 1985, and 
Schlaich et al., 1991, promoted the use of truss model in JJ-Regions. 
l11t.: STM ;._ l:msrd on tht: lower-bound theory of limit anal}'sis. (n the STM, the complex 
flow of inlanal fol\.:e:; in the D-Rcgion under consideration is idealized as a truss 
carrytng the impoc;cd loading through the region in i!$ $Upporls. Tiu~ tru~s •~ 4 ui ir..u ~au; 
and-tie model and is a statically admissiblt> strc5s fic~,l in lowCJ'-L,,;nt~d (slatic) solu!iun:: •. 
1.a c.: a n!<:1! tru..,~. a :.lrut-and-tic ntodcl consists of strut.\" and ties interconnected 
~t nodev (also referred to u:'> nodal zones or nodal regions). A selection of strut-and-tie 
models for a few typical 2-0 D-Rcgions b illu•.tratc:d in hgure 2.3. As sho'\.~!1 in !!a.; 
tigure, struts are usually symbolized using hroken lin'~"'. and ti~..; <tre u~ually Je,lot.~J 
using solid lines. 
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Figure 2.3: Examples of strut-and-tie models for common structural concrete members 
Strut-and-Tie Model Components 
Struts are the compression members of a strut-and-tie model and represent concrete 
stress fields whose principal compressive stresses are predominantly along the centerline 
of the strut. The idealized shape of concrete stress field surrounding a strut in a plane (2-
0) member, however, can be prismatic (Figure 2.4(a)), bottle-shaped (Figure 2.4(b)), or 
fan-shaped (Figure 2.4(c)). Struts can be strengthened by steel reinforcement, and if so, 
they are termed reinforced struts. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4: Basic Type of Struts in a 2-D Member: (a) Prismatic {b) Bottle-Shaped {c) 
Fan-Shaped 
Ties are the tension members of a strut-and-tie model. Ties mostly represent reinforcing 
steel, but they can occasionally represent prestressing steel or concrete stress fields with 
principal tension predominant in the tie direction. 
Nodes are analogous to joints in a truss and are where forces are transferred between 
struts and ties. As a result, these regions are subject to a multidirectional state of stress. 
Nodes are classified by the types of forces being connected. Figure 2.5 shows basic 
types of nodes in a 2-D member; in the figure, C is used to denote compression and Tis 
used to denote tension. 
~c >--T ~ rv tr I T/~ I ·~ !T l; c . • / ~ 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 2.5: Basic Type of Nodes: (a) CCC {b) CCT{c) CTT{d) 17T 
Uniqueness of Strut-and-Tie Models 
As a statically admissible stress field, a strut-and-tie model has to be in equilibrium 
externally with the applied loading and reactions (the boundary forces) and internally at 
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each Node. In addition, reinforcing or prestressing steel is selected to serve as the ties, 
the effective width of each strut is selected, and the shape of each nodal zone is 
constructed such that the strength is sufficient. Therefore, only equilibrium and yield 
criterion need to be fulfilled for an admissible strut-and-tie model. The third requirement 
in solid mechanics framework, namely the strain compatibility, is not considered. 
As a result of these relaxed requirements, there is no unique strut-and-tie model for a 
given problem. In other words, more than one admissible strut-and-tie model may be 
developed for each load case as long as the selected truss is in equilibrium with the 
boundary forces and the stresses in the struts, ties, and nodes are within the acceptable 
limits. The lower-bound theorem guarantees that the capacity obtained from all statically 
admissible stress fields is lower than or equal to the actual collapse load. However, as a 
result of limited ductility in the structural concrete, there are only a small number of 
viable solutions for each design region. Figure 7 illustrates an example in which one 
solution is preferable to another. Due to the point load at the tip of the cantilever portion, 
the upper part of the beam is likely to develop horizontal tensile stresses along the beam. 
Therefore, the model with the upper horizontal tie (Figure 2.6(a)) is preferable to that 
shown in Figure 2.6(b ). The latter only effectively resists the tension in the upper region 










Figure 2. 6: Two statically admissible strut-and-tie models for a cantilevered deep beam 
under vertical loading: (a) Workable truss (b) Less favorable truss due to excessive 
ductility demands. 
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2.4 GSA PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE GUIDELINES 
The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) developed the "Progressive Collapse 
Analysis and Design Guidelines for New Federal Office Buildings and Major 
' · · · · " · ·· · 'l ' . ! " . II . dd d ;\r·Iuti~-:t nLD:ttK:.n , f(~.wct:s · tO ·~rLt.;urc:: r 1at ttte potent1a 10r progresstve co apse ts a resse 
· h ' • 1 • I · ·· I 'ld' J • • • tr: t~~· G;.3~ign~ pjannmg ant.:. constn!ct1on Of ne·w )UI mgs anc rnaJor rcnovatton proJects. 
served as the GSA Project Manager. The Guidelines, initially rekc;sed in N•wcmh<:r 
., .. "' •' ' . ., . f' ' r ~ ' b 1 'd 'fj d 
.... ~~:;v~ :(•f;u~;.;.u prnr~::r-u:' en reln ... cn;:,~u ~oncrete s1ru-etures. l..i~f'- su· sequent y 1 entt te 
the need lo up•hie the Nov\:mb,;!" 2000 Guidelines to address the progressive collapse 
potential of steel frame structures. Pt·ep!1ration of the Uf:dai.c!l (!!~LteEncs \-~:~:: p0lfo.,ned 
by Applied Research Associates, Inc. with assistance r••Jvidcd by Mycr<, ; l"uzhim• !? 
Partners, inc., Simpson, Gumpcrtz and Heger, Inc., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
and the U.S. Department of State. 
The purpose of these Guidelines is to: 
• Assist in the reduction of the potential for progressive collapse in new Federal 
Office Buildings 
• Assist in the assessment of the potential for progressive collapse in existing 
Federal Office Buildings 
• Assist in the development of potential upgrades to facilities if required 
To meet this purpose, these Guidelines provide a threat independent methodology fi:,r 
minimizing the potential for progressive collapse in the design of n<:,w and upgraded 
' .. ,. ' " . I ' ..• f' • I! . . . b 'ld' I ~~t~;,Gmgs_, .:JrLJ r:>r assessmg t:.e rt~!·cnna: ·:or ~1tog,rcsstve co_ apse ,_n cxtstmg m Jngs . .t 
should bt noted th<=.t the:;~ C~uiddines an.~ not an explicit part of a blast design or blast 
analysis, and the resulting design or analysis findings cannot b.e suhstituted for 
addressing blast design or blast analysis requirements. The requirements t~ontained 
. • • A ' '' • f. • h • • ff !'k-r~-m are:=:::: ~~bep>;;n;_;ent set Ol rcqt.urerncnt~; ,or meetmg L c provrstoHs o nteragcncy 
SecudLy C\::nnrnit~c .. :;. (ISC) Si;curity Cdteda regarding progressive collapse. The 
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procedures presented herein are required for the treatment of progressive collapse for 
U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) facilities. 
Tl-w previcm~ guideliues, "Progressive Collapse Analysis and Design for New Federal 
Offk•: Buildings and Major Modemization Projects", November 2000 focused primarily 
on analysis and design for progressive collapse of reiniorced concrete stn.Kturc:;. Tht; 
update includes lessons leamed and adds a separate section pertaining to structural :A<:d 
buildings 
2.5 TERM DEFINITIONS 
Continuity, Redundancy, Ductility 
Redundancy: Initially, the structural redundancy is described as indeterminate degree 
of a system. Although many definitions arc presented for redundancy in :;tn;cll->rcs, 
recently the definition of structural redundancy has been related to the wnfiguration of 
structural system and the number oflateral load transferring directions in the structure. 
Ductility: Capacity of a material to deform permanently (e.g., slrdch, bend, or 
spread) in response to stress. Most common steels, for example, are quilt: ductile and 
hcr.cc can accommodate local stress concentrations. Brittle materials, such as glass, 
cannot accommodate concentrations of stress because they lack ductility, and therefore 
fracture easily. When a material specimen is stressed, it deforms eiasticaHy 
(see elasticity) at first; above a certain deformation, called the elastic limit, dcf<Jnnation 
becomes permanent. 
Robustness and Collapse resistance 
Robustness: Robustness is the insensibility of a structure to local failure. Robustness 
is purely ,tru~tural property in the sense that the cause and probability of local failure 
and thus also the naturt\ extent, and probability of the triggering accidental 
circumstances are immaterial. 
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Collapse resistance: Collapse resistance is defined as insensitivity to ac.cidental 
circumstances, that is, to unforeseeable and low-probability events. 
Elastic stage, Elasto-plastic stage, Plastic hinge mechanism state, Catenary action 
state and Collapse limit state 
Elastic stage: This type of dctormation is reversible. O;;ce the forces arc no long<"r 
applied, the object returns to its original shape. 
Ela5t<;-pl!!stk stage: This lyre of deformation is irreversible. However, an o~ject in the 
plastic deformation range will first have undergone elastic deformation, which is 
reversible, so the object will return part way to its original shape. 
Plastic hinge mechanism state: In structural engineering beam theory the term, plastic 
hinge, is used to describe the deformation of a section of a beam where plastic 
bending occurs. 
Catenary action state: After the plastic stage, the concrete strain in the compression 
j\one at the beam ends reaches its ultimate compressive strain, and the frame begin to 
enter into catenary action stage. During this phase, the original compressive steel bars 
are gradually subject to tension with increasing displacemeni; whereas the original 
tensile steel bars continue to remain in tension. 




Journal findings and selection 








Comparison and conclusion 
Figure 3.1: Methodology diagram 
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3.1 Phase I -Progressive Collapse Analysis Methodology 
TI1e nl*'cti ve of this phase is to develop progressive collapse theories and to establish 
the corresponding analysis procedures. This phase is a critical part of the study, and it 
could be accomplished, as shown below: 
l. Identify Problems 
Find the characteristics of progressive collapse to be studied and determine the 
approach to analyze progressive collapse. The necessary theoretical basis will be 
established by a comprehensive literature review. 
2. Theory Review and Manual Design 
The identified theories to analyze progressive collapse are modified or clarified, 
including; geometrical and material nonfinearities, stress s!iffening, and stiflne<:s 
variation theories. This procedure includes the selection of criteria (e.g. stress, 
stain, buckling, etc.) that might be applied to progressive collapse analysis. Also, 
address the expected uncertainties in progressive collapse (e.g. debris load, 
transient loads, damage, etc.) that might be modelc\l in closed form, The possih1e 
mathematical and numerical design should be proposed in this part of the study. 
3. Numerical Approi\cll,;s aurl Computer Software Review 
Rcviev; and assess the analytical capabilities of commercial computer software 
for their suitability to apply reviewed and selected theories for simple and 
advanced structural models. This assessment will enable one to define the items 
tlwt :;houlJ be sel.:l:ted and/or modi tied in such analyses, and how to apply them, 
and, also, for progressive collapse analysis. For this case, the CAST software is 
selected to analyse the model 
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3.2 Phase II- Software and Numerical Analysis 
rhis phase of the study is aimed at establishing relationships between the strut-and-tie 
model analysis and the previous studies. Comparisons are done to highlight the different 
features and advantages mostly on the internal force flow. 
The following steps are proposed; 
1. Apply strut-and-tie mQdel software 
The development of models to enable structural collapse simulation should take 
into consideration all actions and interactions within the ii·arne elements beam 
columns and connection regions joints that occur during the large deformation 
response. In particular the model should incorporate features to adequately 
account for the transfer of Jorccs from beams and columns through the joint. Bao 
et al, 2008. 
lhis is the critical part where the model is designed and inserted with respective 
value and criteria are analyzed. The model here is based on the previous works 
that have been mentioned in the literature review. The process is r(;curring if the 
analysis failed or lack in information and done until it produce relevant result. 
2. R"suit harvesting and comparison 
The data that was obtained through the software analysis using CAST and 
manual calculations are collected together and compared with the previous 
studies. 
3. Analysis and Conclusion 
Comparison with previous work will provide concise and clear findings that will 
increase the understanding in progressive collapse behavior and how the catenary 
effect of each model is portrayed in the internal force flow. 
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3.3 Design Methodology 
Design Process Using CAST Software 
I. Setup Model Basic Properties 
a. Define the General Properties 
b. Define the D-Region thickness(width) 
c.. Define the Concrete Compressive Strength(f c) 
d. Define the Non-Prestressed Reinforcement Yield Strength(fy) 
2. Construct Model 
a. Construct the Guidelines 
b. Construct the Outer 0-Rcgion based on the model dimensions 
c. Establish the Strut and Tie Elements inside the D-Region 
d. Assign the Boundary Condition where the support and force point are 
located 
c. Input the loading and the Load Point. 
3. Obtain Strut and Tie Model Forces 
a. Run Design Calculation to determine whether the model is stable 
b. Identify compression and tension member 
4. Defining and Assigning Properties 
a. Define Strut, Tie and Node property type 
b. Strut : Bottled Shape or Prismatic 
. c. Tie : Reinforcement Properties 
d. Node: CCC,CCT,CTT 
5. Check Stress 
a. Run Truss Analysis 
b. Check stresses in strut, ties and nodes 
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3.4 Economic Benefits 
The cost for research 
As for all the analysis and test the author have done, no cost was involved as all the 
software and material required is easily obtained available on the internet and library. 
All the journals are either extracted from the internet or attained from the Infom1ation 
Resource Center. The main software that is CAST is downloaded legally from the 
source website. 
Cost of the product 
Because of the study focuses on the analysis only on the software and numerical 
approach, the produ1.1 of this study is purely theoretical and could only benefit the Civil 
and Structural Engineering field as valuable information for the design considerations 
and precautions. 
Business elements 
On the business perspective, this study could benefit the construction technology 
because it can reduce the cost of maintenance if the design procedure is ade4uate to 
withstand progressive collapse if it happens. This study also may help the field of 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
1. DESIGN LAYOUT 
The design layouts of the Strut-and-Tie Model are based on (Su, Tian, & and Song, 
2009) that have done the experimental works. Their works are interpreted into the 
design for the Strut-and-Ties Model for the CAST software. Mostly the designs are 
quite similar to each other but the different lies towards the reinforcement details of 
each individual beams. The dimensions of the samples are also different according to 
the past journal's experimental specimens. The design layouts for all the beams can 
be referred to the Appendix A. 
1.1.1 DATA COLLECTION FOR SAMPLES 
Table 4.1: Sample Properties 
Test bxh 
'· 
ln/h F,,. Longitudinal Ties 
mm(in.) mm Mpa reinforcement and ratio 
(in.) (psi) Top Bottom 
A1 150 X 300 1225 4.08 32.3 24>12, 24>12, 4> 8 at 100 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (4680) P=O.SS% p =0.55% 
A2 150 X 300 1225 4.08 35.3 34>12, 34>12, cjl8at80 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (5120) P=0.83% p =0.83% 
A3 150 X 300 1225 4.08 39.0 34>14, 34>14, cjl8at80 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (5660) p = 1.13% p = 1.13% 
A4 150 X 300 1225 4.08 28.8 24>12, 1cjl14, 4> 8 at 100 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (4180) p =0.55% P=0.38% 
AS 150 X 300 1225 4.08 33.1 34>12, 24>12, cjl8at80 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (4800) P=O.SS% p =0.55% 
A6 150 X 300 1225 4.08 35.8 3cjl14, 24>14, cjl8at80 
(5.9 X 11.8) (48) (5190) p = 1.13% p =0.75% 
81 150 X 300 1975 6.58 23.2 34>14, 3cjl14, cjl 8 atlOO 
(5.9 X 11.8) (78) (3360) p = 1.13% p = 1.13% 
82 150 X 300 2725 9.08 24.1 3cjl14, 3cjl14, cjl 8 at 120 
(5.9 X 11.8) (107) (3500) p = 1.13% p = 1.13% 
83 150 X 300 2725 9.08 26.4 3cjl14, 2cjl14, q, 8 at 120 
(5.9 X 11.8) (107) (3830) p = 1.13% p =0.75% 
C1 100 X 200 1225 6.12 19.9 2cjl12, 3cjl14, cjl8at80 
(3.9 X 7.9) (48) (2890) p = 1.30% p = 1.13% 
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For the A series test, the dimension in term oflength and width are constant, but the 
value are varied in the longitudinal reinforcement. The top and bottom reinforcement 
are differed with regard to number of bars and the diameter size of the bar. The 
distances between the stirrups are also varied as well as the concrete compressive 
strength. 
In the B series tests, the beams has the same cross section as the A series but with 
different span length. The beams for C series initially made to be tested with 
different loading case to the samples but the loading cases carmot be done on the 
software so there is only one sample that were used in the software. 
Table 4.2: Reinforcement Properties 
Steel type Diameter, mm Yield strength, Ultimate Elongation, % 
(in.) MPa (ksi) strength, MPa 
(ksi) 
<jl8 8 (0.31} 290 (42} 455 (66) 33 
cfl12 12 (0.47} 350 (51) 540 (78} 26 
<P 14 14 (0.55) 340 (49) 535 ( 78} 27 
All the samples were tested with 20mm (0.79in.) clean cover for the longitudinal 
reinforcement bars. 
2. DESIGN CALCULATIONS 
The dimensions of the struts and nodes are evaluated in order to ensure that the 
capacity of the struts and nodes are enough to carry the truss member forces. The 
verification of the capacity should be done by comparing the area required with the 
available area. So, the effective width, W req, for the struts are calculated using the 
following equation. 
Because there are three conditions for each sample, the calculation are done for each 
of the load amount. 
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For Sample AI, 
Figure 4.1: The position of Element 61 from sample A 1 
tan X0 = 248mm/225mm 
248mm 
22Smm 
a= 225mm cos 47.78° + 248mm sin 47.78° 
a=334.86mm 
Using; 
0 = resistance factor = 1.0 
P2 = factor for account for the effect of cracking and confining reinforcement on 
the effective compressive strength of a strut. 
f c = specified compressive strength of concrete 
b = beam width 
Effective width, 
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17.6 X 103 
=---------1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
W req= 5.70mm 
b. Support yield 
79.0 X 103 
w =---------req 1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
W req = 25.6mm 
c. Peak load 
113.4 X 103 Wreq=---------
1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
W req = 36. 7mm 
Where; 
pz = 0.75; it is an inclined strut (bottle-shaped)- from Appendix B. 
b = 150mm beam width 
Fu = Internal force of the strut 
According to the geometry, maximum width of 348.5mm can be applied, width of 
50mm is proposed for Element 10 and it is between the acceptable ranges. 
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Element 12 and 28 
Figure 4.2: The position of Element 28 from sample AI 




a = 200mm cos 51 .12°+ 248mm sin 51 .12° 
a= 318.58mm 
Effective width, 




16.7 X 103 
= --------------------1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
27 
tan X0 = 248mm/200mm 
W rc:q= 5.4lmm 
b. Support yield 
75.2 X 103 
w =---------rc:q 1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
W rc:q = 24.35mm 
c. Peak load 
107.9 X 103 
Wrc:q=---------
1 X0.85 X0.75 X32.3 X150 
W req= 34.93mm 
According to the geometry, maximum width of 318.58mm can be applied, width of 
50mm is proposed for Element 12 and Element 28 and it is between the acceptable 
ranges. 
Strength check for other struts can be observed from the Table 4.3 and the strength 
for other struts can be observed in the Appendix B. 
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Table 4.3: Verification of Strength of Strut of Model AI 
A1 
Element Property Type 1!2 e Strut Force (kN) W ,.. (mm) W pmv(mm) 
Crack Yield Peak Crack Yield Peak Crack Yield Peak 
Load Load Load Load Load Load Load Load Load 
12 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 7S.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
28 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
2 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
4 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 50 so 50 
6 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so so 50 
8 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
10 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
18 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
20 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
22 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so so 50 
24 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so so 50 
26 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
63 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 50 50 50 
66 Bottle Shaped 0.75 51.12 16.7 75.2 107.9 5.41 24.3 34.9 so 50 50 
61 Bottle Shaped 0.75 47.78 17.6 79 113.4 5.7 25.6 36.7 50 50 50 
64 Bottle Shaped 0.75 47.78 17.6 79 
L 
113.4 5.7 25.6 36.7 so so 50 
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3. REINFORCEMENT LAYOUT 
The reinforcement detailing of the beams are design based on the experimental work 
that have been done. For the A series beam the length is 1225mm for the beam span 
and the horizontal reinforcement are the 12 and 14 diameter deformed steel bar. The 
stirrups used in the reinforcement are 8 diameter smooth bars. The beams were 
measured 150mm in width and 300mm in height. 
The B series consists of two 2725 and one 1975 long beam with bigger stirrups 
spacing with the same width and height as the A series. 
The C series beams are measured smaller than the previous beam series, with 1 OOmm 
width and 200mm width. The beam use 12mm diameter deformed steel bar as 
reinforcement. 
All the specimen use 20mm clean cover for the longitudinal reinforcement and 
sample of the reinforcement drawing can be observed in the figures. 
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Reinforcement Detail A 1 








L_ ~-- 1225 --
Figure 4.3: Reinforcement Detail for Beam AI 
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Reinforcement Detail A2 











Figure 4.4: Reinforcement Detail for BeamA2 
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4. LOADING RESULT 
Samples that are used in the project are based on the experimental result from the 
journal. There are three stages of the load that was taken into consideration. They are 
cracking load, load at yielding at supports and peak load. These loads are used in 
order to compare the result that was obtained by the experimental work in the 
journal. The experimental result also produced the horizontal reaction which can be 
compared with the software analysis. The Table 4.4 shows the result from the 
experiment. 
Table 4.4: Loading and horizontal reaction list 
Test Cracking Load at Peak load, Horizontal reaction, kN (kip) 
load, kN (kip) yielding at kN (kip) at peak load 
supports, kN Experiment CAST Result 
(kip) Result 
A1 26 117 168 281 259.1 
A2 30 148 221 318 332.8 
A3 29 152 246 296 373.6 
A4 24 82.3 147 309 227.6 
AS 29 129 198 340 298.2 
A6 27 153 226 177 343.1 
B1 13 105 125 211 289.9 
B2 10 73.2 82.9 190 232.2 
B3 9.9 65 74.7 172 257.8 
C1 8.0 48.2 60.9 91.6 153.7 
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5. CAST RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
The result that was generated from the CAST software has provided with much 
information of the internal forces that was acting during the three stages of loading. 
The forces that were acting internally can be view and compared from the load at 
cracking until the peak load that can be obtained by the beams. 
As an example, Figure 4.5 shows sample A3 at cracking load. The ratios are all 
below 1 and the struts are still intact. When the load is increased in Figure 4.6, the 
beam have already failing at the area highlighted with red where the Stress Ratio is 
more than 1 and we can see clearly in Figure 4. 7 that the structure is failing because 
of the overstressed area at the beam. 
Similar result are also obtained from other beams and it is can manipulated in order 
to obtain a safer design in reinforcing concrete structures such as beams which is 
more susceptible to progressive collapse. 
The result for the CAST analysis and detailed information can be observed in the 
Appendix C 
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Yield at Support Load 
From the CAST analysis that we have done, we can compare the loading to achieve 
the support yield to the loading that was obtained from the experimental result. The 
loading is adjusted in order to obtain the loading that will initiate the yielding of the 
reinforcement at the support location. This result displays the actual loading that the 
beam can undergo by showing the ratio of the beam overstress factor. 
Table 4.5: Load at yielding at supports for experiment and CAST analysis 




A1 117 65.56 
A2 148 95.5 
A3 152 125.2 
A4 82.3 65.3 
AS 129 95.5 
A6 153 125.2 
B1 105 79.7 
B2 73.2 58.2 
B3 65 58.2 
C1 48.2 38 
As an example we can see the differences between the experimental result and by 
using the CAST analysis in the Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9. In the Figure 4.8 the 
loading for the sample B3 is 65kN and the overstress ratio at the support is already 
1.117. By using CAST analysis, we can predict the yielding at the support more 
accurately as we can see in the Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.11 
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Figure 4. 9: CAST loading result for sample B3 for support yield 
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Figure 4.10: CAST loading result for sample B3 at peak load 
Figure 4.11: CAST loading result for sample B3 at peak load 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Strut and Tie Model analysis using CAST software has been able to analyze the load 
distribution of a partially collapsed structure by displaying the individual stress of the 
element in the structure. By applying the dimension and forces based on the journal, we 
are able to observe the effect and reaction of individual samples. 
The analyses demonstrate that the load is distributed mostly on the middle bottom 
reinforcement area and at the support area of the top reinforcement area. This 
information has given us an insight of where we could anticipate the force will be 
concentrated. The analysis also provide where are the compression and tension elements 
are located that is useful for considering the reinforcing material to be used in the 
designing. 
All the data gained are valuable in order to help in designing better structure and 
resisting progressive collapse in reinforced concrete structure. The result has provided us 
with better understanding in how the load is distributed when the force is applied 
towards the structure. 
There are also some recommendation for the analysis where we can analyze the data 
first using Strut-and-Tie Model CAST software and then do the experimental work to 
provide some justification on the software reliability. 
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